
Remark: I will be glad to initially import your data (email addresses and corresponding data) into 

Cleverreach. The handout is supposed to prepare this import and to avoid trouble.

Preliminary considerations

It is best to upload email addresses as a list from Excel. To ensure that this works, some preliminary

considerations should be taken:

1. Is every person supposed to receive identical information?

2. Are there groups of recipients based on the information they are supposed to get? For 

instance, is there a group which is only interested in information on democracy and another 

one supposed to get ecology information only etc.?

The same principle applies when addresses belong to certain target groups. There may be 

one group interested in event invitations and another one who sympathize with the work of 

the foundation and a third one being journalists/press.

3. Is there another sub-structure for item 2? Is the press group for instance to be sub-structured 

into press-ecology, press-democracy etc.?

Depending on the answer, data can/should be prepared differently in the Excel-sheet.

As a rule every cell in the Excel-sheet has to contain exactly one unique information.

Preparation of data in the Excel-sheet

Answer 1 applies:

It is enough to create a simple sheet, add a field name in cell A1 and add one email address per line 

below.



Answer 2 applies

The first line in the Excel-sheet contains the field names such as email and topic. The column 

named email hosts the email-addresses while the column named topic hosts the topic names.

If there are different target groups, the sheet could look like this:

Answer 3 applies:

The first line in the sheet again contains field names only. But in this case the pattern becomes a 

little more complex:

Please note: As you will probably have more and more segmentation in the future and may even 

want to personalize your sendings, it would probably be a good idea to start with pattern 3 right 

from the beginning. 

A further segmentation could work as follows:

One column defines how to address a person, for instance:

If the fieldname is sex or gender the content of the cell could be f(emale) or m(ale) or 

o(ther). 

Depending on the cell content I could define a condition in Cleverreach such as: 

If gender is f write Mrs.



So please be precise defining what you want and think ahead in order to avoid later changes though 

it will never be a problem to increase the number of field names and to add corresponding 

information. However, changes in the structure may cause significant trouble.


